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An unconventional type of turbomachinery employing a rotor composed of smooth disks 
is described and the history and motive principle of such devices are briefly discussed. 
Several experimental multiple-disk air turbines are described and data showing the 
performance and efficiency of the turbines are prese?ited. A mathematical model of 
a multiple-disk turbine is described. The equations of motion are written for the 
flow of an incompressible fltiid between the disks, and parameters describing the effi-
ciency and performance of the turbine, in the absence of losses external to the rotor, 
are derived. The solution for the equation of motion and the performance parameters, 
obtained by computation with an IBM 704, are summarized, discussed, and referenced. 
The results indicate that multiple-disk turbines may be attractive in the low-power 
part of the turbine spectrum, or where first cost is a prime factor, or where the properties 
of the working fluid cause coiwentional turbines to be inadequate. 

Introduction 
N conventional turbomachinery, momentum ex-

change between the fluid and the rotor is effected by providing 
blades or shaped passages to deflect and constrain the flow in the 
rotor. The resulting force is from the pressure distribution over 
the surface of the rotor. In some turbomachinery, however, such 
as the conventional drag turbine, force on the rotor is due to 
shear stress over the rotor surface and no constraining blades or 
passages are present. 

There exists a type of turbomachinery rotor essentially different 
from conventional bladed or vaned rotors and also very differ-
ent from the conventional drag-turbine rotor, both in configura-
tion and in effects. This is the multiple-disk rotor, consisting of a 
number of thin, smooth, flat, parallel disks arranged normal to a 
shaft and fastened rigidly to it with small spaces between the 
disks. Holes or slots are provided in the disks near the shaft. 
This type of rotor, with appropriate housings, can be used to form 
hydraulic and gas turbines, hydraulic pumps, and gas compres-
sors. A view of such a rotor is presented in Fig. 1. A schematic 
diagram of a turbine using a disk rotor is given in Fig. 2. The 
rotor is enclosed in a housing provided with bearings, housing-
to-rotor seals, and fluid-inj ection nozzles. Fluid enters the turbine 
through the nozzles and is injected into the spaces between the 
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disks in a direction approximately tangential to the rotor periph-
ery. The fluid follows a spiral path between the disks and finally 
exhausts from the rotor through the holes or slots near the shaft. 
During passage through the rotor the fluid exerts shear stress on 
the disk surfaces, giving rise to a force on the rotor resulting in a 
net torque at the turbine shaft In so doing, the fluid loses energy 
and exhausts from the turbine at an energy state lower than that 
at which it entered the turbine nozzles. 

The origins of the idea for such a rotor are somewhat obscure. 
The first definitive United States patents involving the rotor were 
issued to N. Tesla [ l ]1 in 1913, covering both turbine and pump 
applications of the rotor. The inventor did not seriously at-
tempt to exploit the devices and the principle has received little 
attention and published engineering investigation. A public 
demonstration of a disk turbine was given by Tesla prior to the 
issue of patents and was widely reported in the semitechnical 
press of that time [2, 3]. Several writers offered explanations 
of the motive principle and brief analyses of the flow process 
within the rotor [4, 5]. More recently, several investigators have 
reported experimental data from multiple-disk turbines [6, 7]. 

A continuing analytical and experimental investigation of 
multiple-disk turbomachinery was begun in 1958 by the author 
with the objectives of determining the feasibility of such ma-
chinery. The investigation resulted in the design, construction, 
and testing of a variety of experimental air turbines and air com-
pressors, and a liquid pump using multiple-disk rotors.2 

1 Numbers in brackets designate References at end of paper. 
2 The investigation reported herein was sponsored by Texas 

Instruments Incorporated, Dallas, Texas. 

=Nomenelature«= 
6 = distance between adjacent disks 
/ = friction factor, further defined in 

context 
p = pressure 

Apn = pressure change across nozzles 
Apr = pressure change across rotor, from 

periphery to position x 
A Pi — A pn + A pT, total-pressure change 

across nozzles and rotor 
Q = volume flow rate 

r = radial position coordinate, from 
center of disks 

T = torque 
u — velocity component in r-direction 
v = velocity component in 0-direc-

tion 
W — work per unit mass 
x = r/r0, dimensionless radial posi-

tion coordinate 
y = v/vo, dimensionless velocity com-

ponent in ^-direction 
ri = efficiency, further defined in con-

text 
0 = angular velocity of disks 
p = density of fluid 
r = shear stress, further defined in 

context 
6 — angular position coordinate 

Subscript 0 denotes value at outer 
radius 
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Table 1 Representative performance data from first disk turbine, operated with exhaust to atmos-
phere, air-inlet temperature of approximately 100 F, and using 15-deg nozzles consisting of dril led 
holes 

Pressure to tur- Mass rate of Speed, Power, Efficiency, 
bine, psig flow, lbm /min rpm hp percent 

100 4 .91 9400 1.12 16.5 
105 5.76 8000 1 .36 17.5 
105 5.76 10000 1.48 18.8 
110 5.86 8000 1.39 17.2 
110 5.86 10000 1.31 16.3 
125° 4.S2 10000 1.68 23 .2 

° With flow-limiting inserts in nozzles. 

attractive performance in certain applications, and are worthy of 
further investigation. This paper presents the results of testing 
the several multiple-disk turbines and the most informative and 
useful of the analyses. 

Exper imental Mu l t ip le -D isk Turbines 
Six disk turbines were constructed, of which the three most in-

teresting are described here. 
The first turbine constructed was designed from the inventor's 

descriptions, before the results of the analytical portion of the in-
vestigation were available. The turbine operated on compressed 
air, exhausting to the atmosphere. The rotor was 7 in. dia, com-
posed of 9 disks each 3/32 in. thick with Vi6-in. spacing between 
the disks. Each space between disks was supplied individually 
with air through a single nozzle directed at an angle of 15 deg 
from the tangential direction. The nozzles were placed in two 
groups at opposite sides of the rotor to produce the effect of a pure 
couple on the rotor, with no axial or radial load imposed on the 
bearings due to the flow. 

The turbine was built entirely of mild steel, using ball bearings 
with no provision for continuous lubrication. The air exhausting 
from the rotor was collected from the bearing housings into a 
single exhaust pipe. 

Some of the results obtained from the testing of this turbine 
are given in Table 1, in which the test conditions are included. 
In the table and throughout the later reported results, the effi-
ciency of a turbine is defined as 

actual shaft work per unit mass 
j1 = 

ideal work per unit mass 

in which the ideal work is that of an isentropic expansion from 
the actual turbine-inlet temperature and pressure to the actual 
turbine-exhaust pressure, with zero velocity assigned the flow at 
the beginning and end of the isentropic expansion. The data re-
ported in Table 1 pertain to the first turbine constructed, oper-
ated with nozzles consisting of drilled holes. 

The same turbine was later operated with nozzles especially 
designed to produce supersonic nozzle exit velocities with reasona-
bly uniform flow fields. Further, various nozzle angles were 
used in subsequent testing of this turbine. In no case did these 
modifications improve the turbine performance although the per-
formance indicated in Table 1 was equalled with several of the 
modified nozzle arrangements [8, 9]. 

The same turbine was further modified by increasing the num-
ber of disks to 11 and reducing the spaces between the disks to 
0.040 in., holding the overall rotor width essentially the same as in 
the original turbine. Table 2 presents some of the results of 
testing of the turbine with the modified rotor. 

The analyses performed as a part of this investigation in-
dicate that disk turbines may be designed and operated over a 
range extending from an almost pure impulse type of operation 
to an almost wholly reaction type of operation. A comparison 
of the operational parameters for the first turbine with the cor-
responding portions of the anatyses revealed that the turbine was 
an almost pure impulse turbine, with a large pressure drop in the 
nozzles and a very small pressure drop in the rotor. The com-

Fig. 1 Typical rotor of a disk-type turbomachine 

FLUID INJECTION 
NOZZLE 

HOUSING SUPPORT, ROTOR BEARINGS AND BEARING 
SUPPORTS. AND ROTOR TO HOUSING SEALS OMITTED 

OR CLAR! TY. 

Fig. 2 Schematic d iagram of turbine using a disk rotor 

Analyses of disk turbomaehinery were also performed in the 
course of the investigation. The equations of motion of the 
fluid while between the disks were written and solved for the case 
of an incompressible fluid in the turbine mode of application. 
The results describe the performance and efficiency of the 
idealized multiple-disk turbine for any incompressible fluid, speed, 
flow, rate, rotor geometry, and size in terms of dimensionless per-
formance parameters. 

All of the machines constructed performed the functions for 
which they were intended. The test results and the analyses in-
dicate that multiple-disk turbomachines are feasible, may offer 
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Table 2 Representative performance data from first disk turbine modified to increase number of 
disks, operated with exhaust to atmosphere and using 10-deg nozzles consisting of drilled holes 

Pressure to Temp to Mass rate 
turbine, turbine, of flow, Speed, Power, Efficiency, 

psig deg F lbm /min rpm hp percent 
40 203 2.S2 6300 0.68 21.7 
40 203 2 .82 8500 0 .81 25.4 
40 203 2.82 9200 0 .85 25.8 
60 175 4 .05 8000 1.13 21.2 
60 175 4 .05 10000 1.29 23.8 
60 175 4 .05 11000 1.32 24.4 
60 175 4.05 11500 1.07 20.2 
80" 182 3.48 8000 1.12 21.7 
80 182 3 .48 10000 1.24 23.S 
80 182 3.48 11000 1.24 23.8 
SO 182 3.4S 11500 1.10 21.1 

100 175 4.3S 9000 1.49 21.6 
100 175 4.38 11000 1.67 24.1 
100 175 4.3S 12000 1.32 19.0 
120 165 5 .30 9300 1.8S 21.2 
120 165 5 .30 11000 2.02 22.9 
120 165 5 .30 12200 1.16 13.5 
140 165 6.00 11800 2.41 23.2 
140 165 6.00 12500 1.18 11.9 

0 This and following data with flow-limiting inserts in nozzles. 

parison also revealed that the geometry, flow rate, and speed 
combination used in the turbine were not near those indicated 
by the analyses for optimum turbine efficiency. 

Consequently, four other air turbines, were constructed, pro-
gressively incorporating the experience gained in earlier versions 
and the quantitative information provided by the analyses. The 
last and most successful of these turbines is referred to here as the 
second turbine (for which performance is reported). Figs. 3 and 
4 present views of this turbine. 

The second turbine used a rotor of 8 in. dia composed of 24 
disks each 0.020 in. tliick and spaced 0.020 in. apart. The outer-
edge diameter of the exhaust slots was 1.32 in. The turbine was 
supplied with air through two slots extending the width of the 
rotor and arranged at opposite sides of the rotor to maintain a 
pure couple loading. Thus each space between the disks was 
supplied with air from two slots simultaneously. 

The slots directed the air into the rotor at an angle of 20 deg 
from the tangential direction. The turbine was provided with 

Fig. 3 Air turbine using a disk rotor ball bearings and with an oil-mist lubrication system. It was 

Fig. 4 Disassembled view of turbine pictured in Fig. 3 
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further provided with carbon-ring seals between the housing and 
the rotor to reduce air leakage around the rotor. Four very small 
through-bolts were used in the rotor at about midradius to main-
tain correct disk spacing and prevent disk flutter. The turbine 
was constructed of mild steel except that the disks were of stain-
less steel. 

The turbine was tested exhaustively over a period of about 
200 hr of running time. In testing, compressed air was supplied 
to the turbine with exhaust to the atmosphere. Figs. 5 and 6 
present some of the test results obtained with the pertinent test 
conditions indicated. 

The turbine was mostly impulsive but partly reactive in opera-
tion as indicated both by comparison with the analyses and by 
direct measurement of the pressure distribution within the tur-
bine. Limitations of test facilities prevented performance 
measurements in some of the most interesting areas of the per-
formance map, but the results presented establish the current 
performance level of multiple-disk turbines. It is a certainty 
that more efficient multiple-disk turbines, of the same power, can 
be built of smaller size, to operate at much higher speeds. 

The power output of the turbines described was purposely 
limited by the extremely small nozzles and airflow rates, since 
the multiple-disk turbine is likely to find its first use in the low 
power output-high energy input applications. As defined in the 
nomenclature of conventional turbines, the disk turbines reported 
herein had an admission of a fraction of 1 percent. If desired, 
the power output of any of the turbines reported could be in-
creased manyfold simply by increasing the total airflow rate. 

The third disk turbine described here was a special purpose 
turbine designed specifically to demonstrate one of the possible 
variations of this and other turbomachinery, not so far exploited 
extensively. The effect desired, and obtained, was the separa-
tion of an air supply at high pressure and room temperature into 
two streams, each at lower pressure, but at two temperatures, one 
above and one below the temperature of the air supply. 

The third disk turbine was essentially two separate disk-tur-
bine rotors on a single shaft, in a single housing. In this case the 
shaft was hollow, as an additional experimental variation of prac-
tical disk-turbomachinery geometry. One of the rotors was pro-
vided with nozzles tending to rotate the shaft in one direction, 
while the other rotor had nozzles tending to cause rotation in the 
other direction. Separate air-supply controls and separate ex-
haust systems for the rotors were provided (the latter being the 
hollow shafts extending from the machine). In operation, the 
rotors were supplied with air at different pressures (or the same 
pressures, with different flow rates, alternatively). The entire 

system of rotors then rotated in a preferred direction, with one 
rotor producing and the other absorbing work. The speed and 
exhaust temperatures were determined by the increase or decrease 
of air to the work-absorbing rotor. Speeds to 40,000 rpm were 
obtained in testing and the temperature difference earlier men-
tioned was obtained. 

Analytical Development 
The experimental machines described being air turbines, a 

proper analj'sis of the flow within the rotor would require the 
solving of the equations descriptive of the flow of a viscous, com-
pressible fluid within the geometry of the space between the disks. 
While many approaches to such an analysis can be made, a rather 
crude idealization of the real flow problem was chosen as the 
mathematical model, in keeping with the "feasibility" nature of 
the investigation. The mathematical model on which the anal-
ysis is based is a compromise between the need for accurate de-
scription of the problem and the need for manageable, interpreta-
ble results. 

Consequently, the real multiple-disk turbine is replaced in the 
analysis with a mental model consisting of a single pair of disks, 
supplied with fluid through reversible nozzles, operating with no 
friction between the rotor and housing or at the bearings and 
seals, and exhausting to a stagnant atmosphere through a re-
versible diffuser. Fluid friction is accounted for only within the 
disk spaces, where it gives rise to the motive mechanism. Be-
tween the disks, the frictional characteristics of the system are de-
scribed through the use of a "friction factor" assumed to be con-
stant throughout the passage. Lastly, the driving fluid is as-
sumed to be incompressible. 

Such an analysis is not expected to correspond closely with 
the real air-turbine performance earlier presented. However, the 
analysis indicates the approximate upper limits of performance 
and efficiency possible in multiple-disk turbines and displays the 
manner in which the performance and efficiency vary with tur-
bine geometry and operational parameters. Further, the anal-
ysis gives some insight into the nature of the flow processes within 
the rotor and the range of phenomena encountered over the opera-
tional spectrum of multiple-disk turbines. 

It has been demonstrated [8] that the analysis can be used to 
enable the prediction of the performance and efficiency of mul-
tiple-disk turbines when used 'with conventional "loss" data for 
the components of a turbine other than the rotor, provided that 
compressibility effects are not large. Such procedure is lengthy, 
as with conventional turbomachinery, and is not discussed fur-
ther. 
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Analytical Problem Statement 
The steady flow of an incompressible fluid is considered, sup-

plied from stagnation conditions through one-dimensional Mo-
tionless nozzles to the spaces between rotating disks. The fluid is 
supplied uniformly at the outer radius of the disks, approximately 
tangentially (a radial component is required to introduce the 
How between the disks). The fluid occupies the entire space be-
tween the disks and is considered as two-dimensional in the plane 
of the disks and axially symmetric. The disks are smooth, 
plane, parallel, and rotating with constant angular velocity. The 
entire rotor is contained within a housing which is considered to 
offer no restraining torque and to allow no leakage around the 
rotor. The fluid exhausts uniformly at the inner exhaust 
radius. 

It is only necessary to consider a single space between two ad-
jacent disks, and the nozzle supplying the fluid to this space, since 
the turbine is merely a number of such elements in parallel. 

In the following, the process occurring in the space between 
two disks is first analyzed. Using the results, the overall tur-
bine performance is then considered. 

It then follows, in the usual manner of hydraulic analysis, that 
/ and r are related by 

IP 
8 

[(w - fir)2 + u2] 

since the bracketed term is the square of the fluid velocity rela-
tive to the walls of the flow passage; that is, the bracketed term 
is the square of the relative velocity of the fluid with respect to 
the disks. It follows that the force on a fluid element due to the 
shear stress is, in the direction opposite that of the relative ve-
locity, 

2fp 
[(« - fir)2 + u*)rd6dr 

since the stress acts on the two faces of the element in contact 
with the disks. This shear force has the components: 

r-direction: 

jp [(« - fir)2 + u2]urdddr 
4 [(« - fir)2 + k2 ] ' / 2 ~ ~~ 4 ' 

fir)2 + u^Hirdddr 

Equations of Mot ion of Fluid Between Disks 
Under the idealizations made the equations of motion for the 

fluid between the disks can be written. Fig. 7 depicts the plan 
form of the disks and a fixed coordinate system. 

Since all derivatives with respect to time and 9 are zero, the 
components of acceleration for a general element are 

du v2 
r-direction: u —— — — 

dr r 

dv uv 
^-direction: u — + — 

dr r 

The acceleration occurs under the action of surface and body 
forces on the fluid element. Bodjr forces are neglected herein 
and the forces considered are due entirely to pressure and shear 
stress acting on the surface of an element. These forces can be 
expressed in rigorous fashion but to do so leads to equations of 
great mathematical complexity, inconsistent with the aim of a 
first analysis. Therefore, following a suggestion made to the 
writer by A. Shapiro, a fluid element is chosen bounded by the 
solid disk surfaces (an element of finite thickness b). The shear 
forces on this element are accounted for by expressing the shear 
stress at the surfaces in contact between the fluid and the disks 
in terms of a factor / according to the conventional hydraulic 
treatment of bulk flow. Other surfaces of the fluid element 
are considered to contribute no net shear force on the fluid ele-
ment. 

To arrive at a statement of the shear stress, the fluid element 
(in polar coordinates) is considered, and the hydraulic diameter 
of the flow passage is easily shown to be approximated by 2b. 

^-direction: 

fp(v - fir) 
[(v - fir)2 + u2]'/2rd6dr 

The remaining surface forces, due to pressure, are written in the 
usual way from the pressure gradient. In the ^-direction, the 
pressure gradient is zero because of axial symmetry. Thus 
the forces due to pressure become 

r-direction: 

0-direction: 0 

dp 
brdddr 

The developed forces and accelerations are now inserted into 
Newton's law to obtain the scalar equations 

- — [(v - fir)2 + ' / ' ( ( , - fir)rdrdd 
4 

. r ^ in)~\ 
= pbrdrdO yU - - + 7J 

and 

- brdddr - - - [(» - fir)2 + «2] '/'urdrdd 
dr 4 

[ du v2 

it — — — 
dr r . 

in the d and r-directions, respectively. These simplify to 

* + - + (1) 
dr r 4bu 

\ 
3 \ 

r-

Fig. 7 Disk geometry and coordinate system 
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and 

_ J ! ! + £ l ( „ _ n r ) , + „ . , . / , = 0 (2) 
p dr dr r 4 b 

These are the equations of motion. 
Solution of Equations of Mot ion 

Equations (1) and (2) were solved through use of an IBM 704 
digital computer. In order to retain generality, the equations 
were first rendered dimensionless through introduction of x 
and y as the dimensionless distance and dimensionless 0-compo-
nent of velocity, respectively. Further, the continuity state-
ment 
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Q 
2irbrox 

dii 
i + dx x 

V fr o ' - f l 

46zj0 

X 
i + 

27T6/q20 

Q 

p f i v 0 

dp 

fte 
Q 

2irr02bQ 

yVo 

46 
0 

2im,26fi 
1 + 

\ a - 0 

fi/'O 

Q 

Vo Y 

/ i'o/b Jlf'o/l'o Q/Vr o3 

0.01 50 0 . 3 0.00001 
0 .02 100 0.G 0.0001 
0 .03 200 o . s 0 .001 
0 .05 1 .0 0 .01 

1 .2 0 . 1 0 
1.5 1 .0 

Development of Turb ine -Per formance Parameters 
An expression for the pressure change of the fluid in the nozzles 

was written from conventional one-dimensional hydraulics as 

A Vn = «o2 + 
Q 

2Trrcb 

u o = 
27T)'06 

from continuity. In dimensionless form 

A V„ = 

pS2z/'02 2 
r ^ y + f - A - V i 

The addition of tliis function to Apr/p£l2r02 obtained in the 
numerical solution of equation (4) at each value of x jdelded a 
value of Api/pQ2ro2, the dimensionless pressure change of the 
flow through the entire turbine at each value of x, for every com-
bination of parameters in Table 3. N o diffuser pressure re-
cover} ' in the exhaust process was assumed; the kinetic energy 
of the fluid exhausting from between the disks was considered 
to be dissipated irreversibly. 

The torque exerted by the fluid on the disks is expressed b y 

T = —(w — v0r0)Qp 

In dimensionless form, this becomes 

T 

was used to eliminate the radial-velocity component from the 
equations. The resulting equations of motion in dimensionless 
form are 

Qpfiro2 ( a - o ) 
= (1 - xy) (5) 

From equation (5), since power is given b y the product of torque 
and angular velocity, the work done by the fluid per unit mass 
on the disks, in dimensionless form, is 

= 0 (3) 
fiV \P.rJ K 

xy) (6) 

The function Ap,/p O2;-02 was earlier derived. This function 
represents the dimensionless available energy of a unit mass of 
fluid supplied to the turbine. The turbine efficiency is defined 

V = 
W 

A Vt/P 

= 0 (4) 

The dimensionless parameters which appear in equations (3) 
and (4) are legitimate turbine-operation parameters and become 
the variables in terms of wliich the analytical results can be re-
lated to actual turbine conditions. 

Equation (3) describes the kinematic behavior of the fluid 
in the flow through the turbine wliile equation (4) describes the 
pressure change resulting along radial lines in the fluid flow. 

Equations (3) and (4) were presented to the digital computer 
with the boundary condition y (1 ) = 1. T h e equations were 
solved for all possible combinations of the parameters given in 
Table 3. In each solution, corresponding values of x and y 
were tabulated, together with a value of A p r / p f i % 2 at each value 
of x where Ap r is the accumulated pressure change in the flow 
between the disks. 

Table 3 Dimensionless parameters and values selected for calculations 

i r / f i V o 2 

Ap,/pQ2r02 

(iio/flroXl - xy) 
A pJpO.W-

(7) 

Values of the torque function from equation (5 ) and of the 
efficiency were computed at each value of x for each combina-
tion of the parameters listed in Table 3. 

Results of Analysis 
The complete results of the computations consist of one data 

sheet for each possible combination of the dimensionless variables 
listed in Table 3. Each sheet presents x as the argument with 
the resulting values of y, Ap,/p9.2r02, t] and dimensionless torque 
and power functions. These results are too voluminous to be 
reproduced here [10]. 

A single representative case, which is typical of the basic re-
sults obtained, is given in Fig. 8, plotted for f = 0.02, r0/b 
= 50, fifo/i'o = 1.00, and Q/Qr„3 = 0.00001. A maximum value 
of t) occurs at a definite value of x, with a corresponding value of 
Ap./pQW-. T h e value of x at which the maximum value of 
i; occurs is the dimensionless inner radius of the disks resulting 
in greatest efficiency. In general, this value of x is different for 
each combination of the basic parameters in Table 3. The cor-
responding value of Ap,/pP.2r02 gives the dimensionless pressure 
which must be supplied to drive the flow through the turbine. 

Using the maximum values of t] and the corresponding values 
of Ap^pVJro2, curves such as presented in Figs. 9 and 10 result. 
These curves are typical and are plotted for / = 0.05 and 
ro/b = 50. 

In every case, efficiency decreases as the volume flow-rate pa-
rameter Q/Qro3 increases. The dimensionless velocity ratio fico/('o 
resulting in the highest efficiency increases with decreased Q/O)'o3 

to a limiting value of 1 as Q/£l r03 approaches zero. For values 
of Q / f i ;'o3 ^ 0.01, rj is sensibly independent of r0/b, but the pressure-
change parameter A p ( / p f i % 2 is not and increases significantly 
with increasing Co/6 for Q/Qro3 > 0.001. 

In general, 1J increases with increased friction parameter J• 
For Q/&ro3 0 .01, the pressure-change parameter Ap,/pflVo2 

decreases with increasing / , but increases with / for larger values 
of the flow-rate parameter. 

The complete results constitute a general quantitative corre-
lation of the dimensionless parameters which determine disk-
turbine performance, if losses external to the rotor are not con-
sidered. In a specific case, the results enable the proper choice 
of inner and outer disk radii, disk spacing, angular velocity, nozzle 
velocity, fluid flow rate, and operating pressure to produce any 
chosen performance within the capabilities of a disk rotor. The 
number of disks which must be incorporated in a complete tur-
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0 x . 5 ,.0 

Fig. 8 Typical solution of equations describing turbine performance. 
Plotted for f = 0.02, r„/b = 50, Qr„/v0 = 1.00, and O/0ru

3 = 0.00001 

bine rotor to provide desired rotor power may of course be com-
puted since the power from one disk space is known. 

The results show that the flow between the disks as analyzed 
here does not always produce a " turbine" effect; that is, the 
effect of work done b y the fluid on the disks. Instead, for some 
combinations of the parameters in Table 3, energy is absorbed 
from the disks, resulting in a "radial inflow compressor" of the 
disk type. The efficiency as a compressor is very low in this case. 
Further, in some cases, compression occurs in the outer elements 
of the disk space while the remaining elements produce a tur-
bine effect, the overall rotor producing a net turbine effect. In 
the desirable cases, however, ever}' part of the flow performs as 
a turbine. 

Discussion 
The experimental results together with the analysis clearly 

show the feasibility of multiple-disk turbines. The "losses" 
in a disk turbine, exclusive of the rotor, can be categorized as: 

1 Energy dissipated due to shear forces on the outer surface 
of the rotor, both on the sides of the outer disks and the edges 
of all the disks. 

2 Losses of available energy due to irreversibility of the noz-
zles supplying fluid to the rotor. 

3 Losses of available energy in the exhaust process due to 
uncontrolled diffusion. 

4 Bearing losses and losses from seals. 
5 Losses due to partial admission and admission blockage 

caused by finite thickness of the disks. 

Most of these losses can be estimated by methods available 
in the engineering literature. When used in conjunction with 
the results of the disk-turbine analysis, the loss estimates result 
in the prediction of the approximate performance of an actual 
disk turbine corresponding with any chosen combination of the 
parameters used in the analysis, for turbines in which com-
pressibility effects are small. 

I t is here pointed up that the sum of the losses enumerated in 
the foregoing is a slowly increasing fraction of the available energy 
as the power output and physical size of the turbine is decreased. 
Therefore disk turbines show promise of retaining respectable 
efficiency as the turbine size is decreased. This is in contrast to 
the conventional bladed turbine in which total losses, as a 

o/Uo 

Fig. 9 Typical results for maximum efficiency as a function of flow rate 
and speed parameters. Plotted for f = 0.05, r„/b = 50 

1.2 

Fig. 10 Typical results for pressure-change parameter as a function of 
flow rate and speed parameters. Plotted for ! = 0.05, ro/b = 50 

fraction of the available energy, increase rapidly as turbine size 
is decreased, because of the increased ratio of wetted shear area 
to fluid through-flow area within the rotor and housing turbine-
blade passages. 

Primarily for this reason, the multiple-disk turbine is clearly 
not competitive with conventional turbines over the major por-
tion of the power-size spectrum, but may become competitive 
in the high energy input-low power output part of the spectrum. 
I t is suggested that it may find use also with fluids with density 
and/or viscosity far from that of air, such as certain exotic fluids 
considered for missile auxiliary drives and for working fluids in 
space and satellite power cycles. 

I t is conceivable that the multiple-disk turbine will find ap-
plication in cases in which it is uncompetitive in performance and 
efficiency, because of advantages in first cost, ease of manufac-
ture, low noise level, and ease of balancing. Significant advan-
tages in each of these areas were apparent in the experimental work 
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herein reported. It is probable that such turbines could be used 
at a cost advantage as drive units in high-speed testing of other 
machinery in laboratories and production testing, as "first
approach" turhines in ground testing of "exotie-fluid" cycles, 
and as drive units in air tools (including dental drills) and in 
automotive and aircraft auxiliaries. 

It may he possible to produce a true boundary-layer-type anal
ysis of the flow within the rotor of a multiple-disk turbine. 
Such an analysis has been performed for a multiple-disk pump 
[111. Experimental investigations of such pumps have also 
been reported [12, 131. 
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